
SeaTag-SP ‘Ovolutag’ Spawning Detecting & Reporting PSAT Tag 

Concept & Test Report 

 

Concept 

Ovolutag is a pop-up satellite tag optimized for the detection and satellite reporting of fish spawning events.  The Ovolutag 

system consists of a small acoustic pinger that is injected in the ovary or oviduct of the fish, and an externally harnessed 

pop-up satellite tag (PSAT) which includes a pinger detector.   When the fish spawns, the acoustic pinger is ejected with 

the spawn.   As the fish moves on, the pinger signal is lost.  The persistent loss of the pinger signal identifies the spawning 

event.  The tag then fires its release mechanism, floats to the surface and reports via the Argos satellite constellation.  The 

location of the spawning event are identified by the Argos position of the tag.  The tag also transmits a data packet 

describing the spawning event and its circumstances. 

   

   

Spawning Detection Concept:  An acoustic pinger is injected into the ovary of a fish.  An external PSAT tag detects the 

signal of the pinger (left).  Upon spawning, the pinger is ejected along with the spawn (center).  AS the fish moves on, 

the pinger signal is lost and the PSAT fires its release mechanism to return to the surface and report (right). 

System Components 

A. The SeaTag-MOD modular pop-up satellite tag (A) provides the 

reporting capability and yields the spawning location via Argos position 

fixes.  The SeaTag-MOD sensor suite including depth, temperature, light, 

magnetic and accelerometer yields context for the spawning event and the 

fish’s overall time at liberty.  This includes a migratory track reconstructed 

from sensor observations. 

 

B. A JSATS pinger detector payload section (B) mates to the main section 

of the tag (A).  Here, tag (A) is shown with the pinger detector (B) already 

attached.  The detector detects the signal of the JSATS pinger (C), and 

signal loss indicates the spawning event. 

 

C. The cylindrical JSATS pinger (C), ATS model SS400, is injected in the 

ovary or oviduct of the fish. 

 

D. A JSATS pinger mounted on the tip of a plastic rod serving as a handle 

for test purposes. 



First Fish-Involved Testing 

    

Following engineering tests without fish in the lab and Monterey 

harbor, first fish-involved testing has taken place at NOAA’s 

Manchester Research Station (WA).  A JSATS tag is inserted in the 

tip of a surgical tube, which is then fed into the ovary of the fish 

(top left) while monitored via ultrasonic imaging (top right).  Note 

that the finger points to the JSATS beacon.  The pinger is pushed 

out of the tube by heavy gauge monofilament operated by a syringe 

serving as a plunger.   

For initial testing in a tank of about 1.5m diameter, the detector 

integrated PSAT was not harnessed to the fish as would be the case 

in normal deployments. Rather, it was floating independent of the 

fish at the surface of the tank (lower left).  

Initial Results and Outlook:  The first fish involved test 

demonstrated the detector’s capability to acquire and track the signal of the ovary implanted JSATS pinger for a short 

period of time.  Next steps are the optimization of operating parameters and firmware based on test results, harness 

mounting of the PSAT, the operation in first a larger tank and then ocean pens. The harness will bring the JSATS beacon in 

close proximity to the fish, yielding a high signal to noise ratio.   The tag firmware includes mechanisms designed to make 

operations robust against temporary signal loss and interference.   Before use of the new technology in the wild, 

monitored tests in controlled environments must be extended until they reach the endurance of typical deployments in 

the ocean and demonstrate the ability to reliably identify the actual spawning event. 

Data Return 

1. The Argos pop-up position report identifies the location of the spawning event 

2. A ‘spawning event descriptor’ data packet provides contextual information including: 

a. The exact time of the spawning event, defined as the first signal loss leading to the spawning detection. 

b. Sensor readings at the time of spawning, including depth, temperature and light level. 

c. Daily averages and ranges for the last observation period prior to the spawning event 

d. Signal detection and loss statistics to discern the confidence of the spawning event detection 



3. Series of daily summary and sensor snapshot packets for the time at liberty including leading up to and just 

beyond the spawning event.  This includes the observations necessary to reconstruct the migratory track. 

 

Future Potential 

The same technology could be used for a predation detecting transmitter.  The PSAT would detect the first detection 

of a JSATS beacon, implanted within the peritoneum of a salmon smolt.  There are multiple studies of smolt 

outmigration involving the release of thousands of beacons in the rivers and tributaries of California, Oregon, 

and Washington States.  Pinnipeds or cetaceans could be outfitted with predation detecting PSATS. 

The current device is limited to JSATS detection only.  Adding a JSATS message decoder may provide additional 

opportunities: 

a. For predation detection, the identity of the specific predated animal may be reported. 

b. The device may serve as a static JSATS detector and satellite reporting station, for use in remote locations 

where physical recovery for data retrieval is not practical and cell phone service is not available. 

c. Social interactions and associations among animals may be discerned from a log of detected JSATS ID. 

Miniaturization and integration of the JSATS detector in the smaller SeaTag-3D PSAT will make spawning detection 

available for the tagging of smaller species or individuals. 

The detector design can be adapted for pinger standards other than JSATS.  For example signals emitted by 69kHz 

pingers manufactured by VEMCO may be detected.  Due to their longer range in sea water (lower absorption), 

these pingers are in widespread use for oceanic applications and may be detected over hundreds of meters. 

The integration of a JSATS detector with a PSAT opens the doors for other types of satellite reporting acoustic 

detectors.  For example, a passive digital acoustic recorder capable of detecting, characterizing (fingerprinting) 

and reporting sounds of interest may be implemented in the form of a payload section for SeaTag-MOD. 

Deployed as a small and inexpensive solar-powered ocean drifter, this may be used for example to detect the 

presence and identify the species of whales far from shore where use of recorders requiring physical servicing 

or fast links for data retrieval may not be practical.  Such a device would be derived from our existing digital 

recorder technology (microMARS, SonarPoint) further miniaturized and use the ROCCA algorithm to extract 

narrowband (whistle) or broadband (click) signal features. Such feature extraction produces datasets small 

enough in size for realistic satellite transmission, and subsequent shore based classification such as by 

PAMGuard.   

  

 

http://biowaves.net/joomla322/services-technologies/tech-rocca/9-uncategorised/106-softwarerocca
http://www.pamguard.org/

